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Abstract
Creating applications that use distributed Grid resources is a complex and time-consuming process. To help developers and end users to create, test and execute this kind of applications, the integrated environment is needed. This paper shows how to develop and execute collaborative applications on the ViroLab virtual laboratory. Furthermore, the collaboration tools which allow to communicate between end users (scientists) and developers are presented.
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1 Introduction

Modern practices of science in such area as investigation of HIV virus drug resistance require collaborative sharing, processing and analysing of virological, immunological, clinical and experimental data, as well as advanced tools for (bio) statistical analysis, visualization, modelling and simulation [1]. A process integrating these computational tools and data, which leads to obtaining results relevant to the application domain, is called \textit{in-silico} experiment. An experiment in virtual laboratory combines data and activities which are available on the distributed Web- and Grid-based infrastructure and it needs to orchestrate them in possibly complex scenarios.

A common approach to experiment orchestration is to use one of many scientific workflow systems available for the Grid, such as Pegasus [2], Triana [3] and K-WfGrid [4] systems. They are intended to assist non-programmer users in developing applications, however, in the case of workflows with many components and complex interactions, they can become difficult to understand and use.

To overcome the limitations of workflow systems, we decided to define an experiment plan notation based on a high-level scripting language, namely Ruby [5]. An experiment plan is a Ruby script which features a concise and clear syntax combined with a full set of control structures, allowing expressing experiments of arbitrary complexity level.
The process of experiment planning and execution in the ViroLab virtual laboratory is collaborative in the sense that the virtual laboratory supports cooperation of multiple experiment developers and users (see Fig. 1).

2 Experiment planning

When a developer prepares an experiment script, it can be published in the experiment repository and thus become available to others. Then, a scientist, who does not intend to get into the details of scripting, can access the virtual laboratory through a portal, and execute the published experiments using Web browser, providing only input data when necessary. The main idea is that the experiment in the repository can be shared and reused what is a very efficient way of promoting collaboration between scientists. Provenance data related to the experiment is also recorded and available for queries thus making the results more reliable, reproducible and scientifically relevant.

The first stage of experiment lifecycle is performed by the experiment developer, whose task (with the assistance of the domain researcher) is to develop an experiment plan using a scripting notation. To hide sophisticated details of the underlying grid infrastructure, a high level object-oriented API has been introduced. It allows to define "which" computational functionality is required, without a need to specify "how" to access it with available middleware. Uniform access to computational resources in a Grid environment is possible due to three levels of abstraction that describe resources, namely Grid Object Class, Grid Object implementation and Grid Object Instance. While creating experiment, only the highest level of resources description may be used – on the other hand, however, if the developer needs to retain a full control over the experiment plan, it is possible to specify all the technical details on one of the lower levels of abstraction. When a resource is registered in the virtual laboratory, it is available for the whole community and other developers can reuse it in new applications.

Another feature, provided by the ViroLab virtual laboratory, which is useful
during development, is the high-level API that allows to connect and query various databases. Thanks to OGSA-DAI [9] system, that is accessible through this API, applications are able to query for the data located in distributed data sources. It is a very important tool that allows users to share the experiment results with the whole community.

When preparing the experiment plan, the experiment developer uses the Experiment Planning Environment (EPE) [10] based on the Eclipse [11] platform which offers user-friendly, integrated with a set of tools, editor for writing scripts. The developer can use the semantic-web based Domain Ontology Store graphical browser to discover available data and computational services, coupled with Grid Resources Registry which provides the available operations that can be invoked directly from a script. To facilitate collaboration, EPE is integrated with the Experiment Repository based on the Subversion (SVN) version control system – as a result many developers can work on single experiment or share experiment codes. When the experiment is ready (it fulfills all requirements of an end user) the developer uses dedicated EPE wizard to release it. When it is released, it instantly becomes available through the web interface for the scientific community. Moreover, clear releasing and versioning policy is very important for provenance data that has to be connected with specific version of the experiment.

3 Experiment execution

A script can be executed during development phase from the EPE which is integrated with the GridSpace Engine [12] (GSEngine, Fig. 2) which acts as a core of the runtime system. GSEngine includes the Grid Operation Invoker [13, 14] which translates high-level operations specified in the script into concrete invocations on computational resources using appropriate technologies.

After an experiment plan is developed, tested and released, a scientist can use a dedicated web interface (Experiment Management Interface - EMI [10]) for executing the experiment. The main advantage of the web based interface is that the scientist does not have to have any additional software installed (only a web browser with Java Script support is required). This tool hides the whole complexity of technology used underneath. Scientists may browse released applications, can see their documentation and execute them. EMI is also connected with the Gridspace Engine that is able to connect to SVN repository, download the experiment and run it. While application executes, data for the PROToS provenance system [15, 16] is recorded and stored into a dedicated provenance storage. This information can be searched by scientists through QUery TRanslation tOols (QUaTRO) [16, 17] - web interface dedicated for searching provenance data.
4 Feedback from the end user to the experiment developer

Experiment development is a long-lasting process: bugs may occur in the code, not every user’s requirement works correctly, additional enhancements should be implemented, etc. These problems, in most cases, are discovered by the end user of the application during its execution. The ViroLab virtual laboratory supports solving this kind of problems by simplifying process of communication between the experiment user and its developer. EMI allows the end user to submit feedback that can be useful for the developer who is able to browse it using EPE, respond to it and take it into account when creating a new version of the experiment. Scientists can track progress of the new version of the experiment development using simple SVN client (as a standalone or web based application) and help developer during this phase (with e.g. further comments).

5 Conclusions and future work

The unique feature of the virtual laboratory developed for ViroLab is that by providing a set of user friendly tools, both advanced experiment developers and domain scientists can productively collaborate and conduct their research
in modern highly distributed environment. Thanks to scripting language it is possible to define even complex experiments easily, still remaining on a high-level of abstraction and concealing the details of underlying grid middleware.

Currently the first prototype of the integrated virtual laboratory is released, installed and accessible by the experiment developers and the scientists (see [18] for software download and access to the Experiment Management Environment) who start to set up communities that share the data, resources, created experiments scripts and the knowledge.

Future work will concentrate on providing additional methodologies and tools that allow to create applications based on the data, resources and experience of the community. It is worth mentioning that those applications are created by many developers and are available for many scientists. Currently the work on management of results produced by experiments is in progress. Afterwards, data will be connected with ontological description of the environment. Consequently, finding interesting information will be easy and connecting it with provenance data will allow to track back the origin of this data. This functionality is very important for the virologists who are the main end users of the ViroLab virtual laboratory.
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